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SKIM is a child of hip hop touched by the blues, reggae moods,  the soul of korean folk 21 MP3 Songs

HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop, URBAN/R&B: R&B Rap mix Details: SKIM is one of the most unique voices to

emerge from the underground Hip Hop scene within the last decade. She convinces your ears to listen,

your body to dance, and your heart to open. She captivates her audience with her raw honesty, despite

their frequent judgements of her initially. SKIM is a bridge between man and woman, native and

immigrant, rich and poor, love and war. Her music resonates in your spine and reverberates in your

bones, striking a chord deep in the heart of anyone willing to listen. Under the guidance of Leila

Steinberg, 2Pac's former manager, and grass roots organizers everywhere from New York City to Los

Angeles to Naju, Korea, SKIM continues to cultivate her art with the purpose of building lasting

relationships between people and cultures through our hearts. One of the most important issues we all

must face today is this countrys prison/slavery system. Our youth are being cut down without being given

a chance to grow. It is up to all of us, young and old, to see the cycles of violence and criminalization we

suffer from, then create new cycles of long-term survival for our communities. Connection is her lifes

intention. Her language is music, as she sings, My God is the mind of every life combined Her flow and

melodies have commanded attention like Lauryn Hill, and enticed ears like Meshell Ndegeocello. She has

been blessed by overwhelming support in LA, and has already reached the hearts of many in the bay

area, Chicago, NYC, Seattle, VA, Sheffield  London, England, and is eagerly finding more opportunities to

share her music and dreams. Finally, SKIMs anticipated debut album is now available! Currently, SKIM is

based in Los Angeles and is also working with non-profit organizations A.I.M. (Assemblies in Motion, led

by Leila Steinberg), and the Tribe of the Diasporas. Both are based in Los Angeles, and are establishing

their presence worldwide. For more info on SKIM visit: myspace.com/skimmusic For booking contact

Carla:	skimflicks@gmail.com (310) 493-1100 For more A.I.M. info visit:	hearteducation.org more TRIBE

info visit: myspace.com/tribeofthediasporas
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